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Abstract—Security risk management for information
technology-based organizations has become increasingly
important in recent years. However, the risk assessment and
mitigation strategies that these organizations employ have
remained relatively ad hoc and qualitative. In this paper, we
extend a quantitative framework for risk assessment called
Risk-Rank [1] to include risk mitigation through Markov
Decision Processes. By doing so, we provide an analysis-to-action
quantitative approach to security risk management, enabling
IT managers to perform more comprehensive evaluations
of their risk exposures. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach through an example related to the patching of
computers in a corporate network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Security risk management is a challenging task for modern
information technology (IT)-based organizations. As these
organizations have grown in size and become highly intercon-
nected through IT infrastructures and the Internet, the diversity
of the security risks that they face has increased dramatically.
These risks can range from failures of infrastructure compo-
nents (e.g., computing servers, networks, and data centers) to
employee-induced damage (e.g., accidentally misconfiguring
a backup system, a disgruntled employee compromising a
database) to malicious outside attacks (e.g., hackers disabling a
corporate network or releasing malware). All of these can lead
to significant financial losses. The IT security risk management
problem is further compounded by the fact that there are many
different levels and time scales at which risk must be dealt
with; some of these are summarized in Table I. The diversity
of decision makers who have to manage risk, the time scales
over which different types of risks must be managed, and the
variety of actions available to each decision-maker are among
the factors that increase the complexity of this problem.

Accordingly, there is a growing need for the development
of security risk management techniques to help IT organiza-
tions deal with their security risks appropriately. Most ofthe
techniques currently used in practice, although systematic, are
still largely empirical and/or qualitative in nature [2] and lack a
well-developed quantitative structure, particularly fordecision-
making and optimization. One important way in which quan-
titative approaches to risk management can have a significant
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impact is by supplyingcomputer-assisted decision support for
risk managers, providing increased scalability, transparency,
and clarity for the risk management process. Additionally,
quantitative models make possible the automation or semi-
automation of certain risk management tasks.

With these considerations in mind, in this paper we build
upon a novel, broadly applicable quantitative risk assessment
approach called Risk-Rank [1] to include risk mitigation tech-
niques through Markov Decision Processes, thereby providing
an analysis-to-action quantitative framework for risk manage-
ment which considers the complex relationships between the
various parts of an IT organization in order to assess and
then reduce risk. We envision that the Risk-Rank algorithm
for both risk assessment and mitigation can be utilized by
risk managers to help them deploy their limited resources
(such as investment dollars, personnel, and packet sampling
mechanisms) more effectively in their efforts to reduce risk.

The amount of prior work in the field of quantitative risk
management is still quite limited. The work in this paper
extends the Risk-Rank algorithm first presented in [1]. The risk
assessment approach used by Risk-Rank is based on methods
used in document and image retrieval [3], [4], diffusion
processes over graphs [4], [5], and the adjusted Page-Rank
algorithm [6] used by the Google search engine. A related but
different investigation [5] for risk assessment has proposed
Secure-Rank as a scheme for prioritizing vulnerabilities to
patch in computer networks, and a separate model for risk
assessment based on queueing theory is presented in [7].

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
II, we review the underlying system model from [1], which
captures risk dependencies and risk diffusion across sets,and
then describe the Risk-Rank algorithm for risk assessment.
Section III explains how to use the Risk-Rank algorithm
for risk mitigation and control. In Section IV, a detailed
numerical example is explained, showing the complete Risk-
Rank algorithm in action. Finally, Section V presents our
conclusions and directions for future work.

II. D EPENDENCYMODEL AND RISK DIFFUSION

In order to analyze the complex relationships which influ-
ence an organization’s security risk exposure, we must first
identify the space in which risk-affecting interactions occur.



TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF DECISION-MAKERS, TIME SCALES, AND AVAILABLE ACTIONS FOR IT SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT.

Decision-Maker Time Scale Actions Risks

Chief Information Officer Months Company policies, security investments Major information security breach

Department Manager Days/Hours Deployment of security systems and expertsVulnerabilities, insider attacks

Intruder Protection System (IPS) (milli)Seconds Block ports, isolate networks, raise alarms Malware (virus, worm)

Accordingly, we begin by defining the three key factors in
security risk management:

• Business units, NB = {nB
1 , . . . , n

B
MB

}, which can rep-
resent infrastructure elements (e.g. data servers), appli-
cations (e.g. office software), processes (e.g. customer
relationship management, billing), and products/services
(e.g. DSL, SMS).

• Security threats/vulnerabilities, NS = {nS
1 , . . . , n

S
MS

},
which target and may adversely affect the business units
NB .

• People, NP = {nP
1 , . . . , n

P
MP

}, who are the managers
and employees running the business unitsNB .

The positive integersMB , MS , andMP are the cardinalities
of the three sets, respectively.

Now, we can create a series of graphs which model intra-
dependencies between members of each of these sets. We
defineGB = (NB , EB) to be the graph of intra-dependencies
amongst business units inNB , where each edgeεBij =
(i, j) ∈ EB represents the dependency between business units
i and j in NB and is associated with the scalar weight
wB

ij denoting its propensity to transfer and cascade risk. The
graphsGS = (NS , ES) andGP = (NP , EP ), which model the
intra-dependencies between security threats/vulnerabilities and
between people, are defined similarly.

On the other hand,inter-dependencies (across the setsNB ,
NS , and NP ) are modeled throughbipartite graphs. As an
example, consider the bipartite graphGPB = (NB ,NP , EPB)
shown in Figure 1, which portrays the inter-dependencies
(cross-relationships) between employees and business units.

Fig. 1. Bipartite graphs can be used to capture interdependencies between
sets, such as between people and business units.

Such a graph can capture important interrelationships, such
as who is responsible for controlling a process, managing a
product or service, or running an infrastructure system (such
as a server). In this case,EPB denotes the edges between

the setsNP and NB . Note that the edges of this graph are
always between the members of the (disjoint) setsNB and
NP , but not between two members of the same set, because
that case is already modeled by the graphsGB and GP .
The interrelationships betweenNB andNV and betweenNP

and NV can be modeled through a similar bipartite graph
approach. Throughout this paper, we shall focus on such
bipartite graphs, in order to see how risk “ping-pongs” and
diffuses across our three sets of business units, vulnerabilities,
and people.

Next, we analyze how risk can spread throughout an or-
ganization, using the mathematical framework of diffusion
processes over graphs. The goal is to quantify the risk diffusion
process and to compute its equilibrium, so that we can obtain
a more accurate idea of how a risk situation evolves over time.

To demonstrate the basic concepts of risk diffusion, for
now we will look at a generic bipartite graphGXY =
(NX ,NY , EXY ). We define

vX(t) :=
[

vX1 (t), ..., vXi (t), ..., vXMX
(t)

]

∈ PMX

to be the relative risk probability vector (RRPV) of the
elementsnX

i of NX in time slot t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, where
PMX ⊂ R

MX is defined as the probability simplex

PMX := {p ∈ R
MX : pi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i and

MX
∑

i=1

pi = 1}

Each elementvXi (t) of the RRPV can be interpreted as the
proportion of the total amount of risk across all elements in
NX which lies on elementnX

i at time t. Similarly, we can
define the RRPV of the setNY asvY (t) ∈ PMY .

Now, let us defineRij to be thenormalized (proportional)
risk transfer/cascade from nodenX

i of NX at t to nodenY
j of

NY at t+ 1. Then, we havevYj (t+ 1) =
∑MX

i=1
vXi (t)Rij , or

in matrix notation

vY (t+ 1) = vX(t) R

where R = {Rij , i ∈ {1, ...MX}, j ∈ {1, ...,MY }} is
the normalized X → Y risk cascade/transfer matrix with
∑MY

j=1
Rij = 1 for each i ∈ {1, ...,MX}. R provides the

immediate (one step) risk cascade fromX to Y within the
bipartite graphGXY .

Similarly, defineSji to be thenormalized (proportional) risk
cascade/transfer from nodenY

j of NY at t to nodenX
i of NX

at t+ 1. Then, we can writevXi (t+ 1) =
∑MY

j=1
vXj (t)Sji, or

in matrix notation

vX(t+ 1) = vY (t) S



where S = {Sji, i ∈ {1, ...MX}, j ∈ {1, ...,MY }} is
the normalized Y → X risk cascade/transfer matrix with
∑MX

i=1
Sji = 1 for each j ∈ {1, ...,MY }. S provides the

immediate (one-step) risk cascade fromY to X within the
bipartite graphGXY .

Finally, using theX → Y risk transfer matrixR, and the
Y → X risk transfer matrixS, the matrix

H = SR

captures the shortest (two-step)Y → Y risk diffusion via the
Y → X → Y ‘ping-pong’ risk cascade/transfer effect. Like
S andR, the matrixH is also row-normalized (stochastic),
since
∑

j

Hij =
∑

j

∑

k

SikRkj =
∑

k

Sik(
∑

j

Rkj) =
∑

k

Sik = 1

for every i ∈ {1, ...,MY }. An example calculation ofH is
given below in Section IV.

With this construction, the vectorsvX(t) andvY (t) can be
viewed as probability vectors and the matrixH as a Markov
transition matrix onvY (t). Assuming irreducibility ofH, and
that the setsNX andNY are finite, the processvY (t+ 1) =
vY (t) H would eventually converge to a unique, normalized
RRPV vY ∗ satisfyingvY ∗ = vY ∗ H.

Now, we can proceed to develop an algorithm to evaluate
and characterize risk based on our discussion of risk diffusion
processes. In particular, since risk can diffuse throughout an
organization over time, it is important to strike a balance
between the immediate/direct risk while anticipating and plan-
ning for the effects of risk diffusion. Accordingly, the Risk-
Rank algorithm proposes that the RRPVvY (t) over the nodes
in NY evolves according to

vY (t + 1) = αvY (t) H+ βvY (0)

wherevY (t) ∈ R
|NY | is the risk state of the system at time

t and belongs to the probability simplex, and whereα and
β are positive real numbers which sum to one.α and β are
parameters chosen by the risk manager which indicate how
much consideration should be given to the initial estimate of
the RRPV versus its evolution over time. These parameters
depend on the particular application and on the risk manager’s
domain knowledge/expertise.

This iterative process converges to

vY
RR = lim

t→∞
vY (t) = βvY (0)[I − αH]−1 (1)

wherevY
RR can then be used to rank the nodes with respect

to their relative risk.

III. C ONTROL OFRISK DYNAMICS

In the previous section, we presented the Risk-Rank algo-
rithm for risk assessment; based on the data that managers
collect, the Risk-Rank algorithm can help them prioritize their
risks. However, this is only the first step in the risk manage-
ment process. Once a risk assessment is complete, the next
step is to take appropriate actions to performrisk mitigation. In

this section, we show that the Risk-Rank approach can also be
used to evaluate risk mitigation strategies. More specifically,
we shall explore how to control the risk diffusion process
over time in order to achieve a more favorable risk distribu-
tion across the elements of an organization. Throughout this
section, we will assume that the decision maker (e.g., risk
manager) is capable of modifying the evolution of the RRPV
vY (t) through the allocation of security resources.

We first must establish what it means to achieve a more
favorable risk distribution. Suppose that every element inNY

has a valuezy ∈ R
+, and that we denote these values with

the vectorzY := [zY1 , zY2 , . . . , zYMY
]. For example, ifNY

is a set of business units, then each unit would have an
associated value which represents the cost incurred if thatunit
is compromised. Then, therisk cost incurred by the elements
of NY during time periodt can be quantified according to

c(t) = vY (t) · zY

where “ · ” denotes the dot product between two vectors.
This definition supports the intuition that the risk manager’s

expected cost increases as the higher-value nodes gain a larger
proportion of the total risk. Therefore, the goal of the risk
mitigation actions that a risk manager might implement should
be to drive risk away from high-value nodes.

At this point, we must deal with a technical issue: due
to the normalization inherent to the Risk-Rank approach,
controlling the risk diffusion process overNY will result in a
redistribution of risk over this set of nodes. However, nothing
can be said about theabsolute amount of risk. In order to allow
the absolute amount of risk to decrease as a result of possible
control actions, we shall find it convenient to define arisk
sink as an artificial node with zero value, which we introduce
into the setNY . Any proportion of risk which accumulates on
this node can be thought of as having left the network. Note
that this requires appropriate modifications ofH, vY (t), and
zY , but that once these are made, the mechanics of the risk
diffusion process will remain intact. Also, we assume that if
no control actions are taken, no risk will diffuse into the risk
sink. We shall discuss the use of the risk sink further shortly,
but in the meantime, we shall assume from now on thatNY

includes a risk sink and that the cardinality ofNY is MY +1.
Now we apply control actions in order to reduce the risk

cost accumulated over time. To do so, we construct and solve
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [8]. An MDP is defined
by four key elements: a state space, a set of possible actions, a
set of transition probabilities between states given each action,
and a cost or reward function. We next describe each of these
elements in the context of security risk management.

In the Risk-Rank computation described in Equation 1, the
RRPV vY (t) ∈ PMY +1 (which now takes into account the
risk sink) can be interpreted as the risk state of the system
at time t. However, the relative risk probability simplex is
not suitable as the state space for actual deployments of our
proposed risk analysis techniques, as evaluation of risk in
organizations is much more likely to be quantized to a finite
number of levels. This is due to the issue ofobservability; as



the RRPV evolves, it is very difficult for an organization to
track it with a high level of precision, and it is much more
likely that only a rough estimate of the RRPV can be obtained.
In addition, continuous state spaces are typically infeasible for
evaluating MDPs numerically.

For these reasons, we define an alternative, finite state space

S = {s1, s2, ..., sk, . . . , sK}

after quantizing the relative risk probability simplexP into
K risk regions (such as those in [7]). Figure 2 shows a
visualization of a sample partitioning of the probability sim-
plex P3 into risk regions. The definitions of risk regions
can be very application-specific, due to the diversity of risk
metrics employed in industry today. One example partitioning
is discussed below in Section IV. It is also useful to define
here the average risk vector of state (region)k, v̄Y

k , which is
taken to be the arithmetic mean of risk vectors which belong to
partitionk. One way that this average vector can be determined
is through Monte Carlo simulation, i.e., by generating random
vectors according to a uniform distribution over the probability
simplex.

Fig. 2. An example partitioning of the probability simplexP3 into risk
regions.

Once the state space is determined, an action space must be
defined. We assume that in each time step, the risk manager
can take one actional out of a set of available actions

A = {a1, a2, . . . , al, . . . aL}

The result of any of these actions is a modification of the
weights of the edges in the bipartite graph model of Section
II. In the context of the Risk-Rank algorithm, these actions
correspond to modified versions of the matrixH, which we
denote as the set

H = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hl, . . . ,HL}

The probability of transitioning from the current states(t) =
sk to sk′ , given that actiona(t) = al is taken, is

Pr (s(t+ 1) = sk′ |s(t) = sk, a(t) = al)

For each actional, we proceed to construct aK×K transition
probability matrixP(al ), where the entries are

P(al)ij = Pr (s(t+ 1) = j |s(t) = i , a(t) = al)

The transition probabilities which make upP(al ) can again
be estimated using Monte Carlo simulation. It is important
to distinguish betweenH, which describes the evolution
of relative risk probabilities, andP(al), which denotes the
transition probabilities from one state (risk region) to another.

With the transition probabilities determined, we can de-
scribe how the states evolve over time. Given a vectorxY (t) ∈
R

K which represents the probabilities of being in each state
at time t, then after taking actional, we have

xY (t+ 1) = xY (t)P(al )

The last step in setting up the MDP is to describe an
additive cost function which sums the risk cost accumulated
by the system over the time stages1, ..., T . At time t, the
current state contributes a costcs(s(t)), while the action taken
contributes a costca(a(t)). While in general we considerca
to be an application-specific function that captures the cost
of performing some action (for example, hardening a node
against attack), we provide a more analytical structure forcs
based on our definition of risk cost above. In particular, we
define

cs(si) = v̄Y
i · zY ,

where v̄Y
i , is the representative (mean) probability vector of

partition (region)i. Therefore, the total costC(T ) accumulated
up to timeT is

C (T ) = γT cs(s(T )) +

T−1
∑

t=0

γt [cs(s(t)) + ca(a(t))] , (2)

whereγ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor which captures the typical
scenario that risk reductions closer to the present are of more
value than those in the future. The goal of the risk manager is
then to minimizeC(T ), whereT is the time span of interest.

Given the definition of the MDP above, standard methods
such as value or policy iteration [8] can be used to solve for the
optimal risk cost-minimizing strategy. The control approach
we have described in this section is particularly applicable to
scenarios in which a fixed resource must be redeployed in
each time period in reaction to a dynamic, rapidly evolving
risk situation. A salaried IT employee or a company’s Internal
Audit division are two examples of such fixed resources.

IV. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE AND ANALYSIS

The dynamic control and mitigation of risk is illustrated here
with a numerical example, where the focus is on the patching
of computers. We consider an IT manager, who is responsible
for five corporate subnets that consist of multiple computers
and servers. On each subnet, there are a number of high-
priority vulnerabilities which need patching. Each of these
vulnerabilities belongs to one of five commonvulnerability
classes, listed in Table II.

A set of costs is associated with the set of subnets, signi-
fying the productivity losses incurred if the subnet is brought
down by the exploitation of a vulnerability. Since patching
is a time-intensive process [5], it is often the case that an



TABLE II
COMMON VULNERABILITY CLASSES

Class 1 Windows Vulnerabilities

Class 2 Microsoft SQL Server Vulnerabilities

Class 3 Internet Information Services (IIS) Vulnerabilities

Class 4 Microsoft Office Vulnerabilities

Class 5 Phishing-Related Vulnerabilities

IT manager can only work on one subnet at a time (e.g.,
one subnet per week). Hence, it is important to determine the
proper order of patching; a poor ordering can have a significant
adverse financial impact.

A simplistic approach would be to start with the subnet
which contains the highest number of vulnerabilities, patch all
of them, and then proceed to the next subnet. However, this
strategy is far from optimal, for several reasons. First of all,
since new vulnerabilities are announced quite frequently [5], it
is unlikely that the IT manager will ever be able to completely
finish patching any single subnet. More significantly, since
the subnets all belong to the same corporate network, when a
vulnerability on one of the subnets is exploited in an attack, all
of the other subnets are at a much higher risk. Accordingly, the
risk on each subnet affects the other subnets; clearly, the “ping-
pong” effect mentioned in Section II must be considered.
These considerations suggest that the IT manager should
employ a more sophisticated strategy which takes into account
this complex, dynamic environment. Therefore, we explore
how the IT manager could use the Risk-Rank algorithm to
develop a patching strategy.

We begin by definingNS to be the set of vulnerability
classes, indexed byi = 1, . . . , 5, and NB to be the set of
subnets, indexed byj = 1, . . . , 5. The productivity losses
incurred by the failures of subnets make up the vectorzY .
Time is discrete and indexed byt = 0, 1, . . . , T , wheret has
units of weeks. The number of vulnerabilities on each subnet
at time t = 0 is qj , and the number of classi vulnerabilities
on each subnet at timet = 0 is qij .

Given the number of vulnerabilities in each class and
consequently for each subnet, the IT manager can determine
the relative risk posed to each subnet by each vulnerability
class using the simple equationθji := qij/qj , so that θji
denotes the proportion of the vulnerabilities on subnetj which
belonging to classi. These values can be interpreted as the
relative probabilities that each subnet will serve as an entry
point into the overall corporate network for a vulnerability of
the associated class.

At the same time, the IT manager also knows how many
classi vulnerabilities exist across the entire network, as well
as the distribution of these vulnerabilities over the various
subnets. Suppose that there arebi total classi vulnerabilities in
the system. Then, the proportion of these vulnerabilities which
lies on each subnet isφij := qij/bi, which can be thought
of as the relative probability that if a classi vulnerability is
exploited on the network, it would occur on subnetj.

Mapping this information into the notation used in Section

II, let S be the matrix which represents cross-set risk diffusion
from NB to NS , and letR be the matrix which represents
cross-set risk diffusion back fromNS to NB . Then, the entries
of S and R can be defined asSji = θji and Rij = φij

∀i, j. The diffusion matrixH from NB to NB is consequently
H = SR. For this example,H shall take the following value
(prior to the inclusion of the risk sink):

H =













.61 .29 .02 .04 .04

.09 .78 .05 .04 .04

.03 .30 .53 .05 .09

.05 .15 .04 .71 .05

.05 .21 .08 .06 .60













Suppose that the IT manager has observed in the past that
the relative frequency of vulnerability exploitations across the
subnets is(.2, .16, .26, .18, .2), and that this is used as an
estimate of the initial risk vectorvY (0). Choosingα = 0.95
andβ = 0.05 in the Risk-Rank algorithm (1), which suggests
a highly dynamic risk evolution, we obtain a very different
perspective due to the cascade of risks, as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. A comparison between the initial risk estimate and the Risk-Rank one
highlights the effects of complex interdependencies. The result indicates that
in fact, Subnet #2 is the one at the most risk in the long run, instead of our
initial assumption that Subnet #3 had the most risk.

The risk assessment obtained through the Risk-Rank algo-
rithm can be used as a basis for developing an optimal patching
strategy for risk mitigation. First, we add a risk sink to theset
NB , which is called nodenB6 . This results in a change to the
matrix H; the risk sink is incorporated in a way such that no
risk can diffuse into the risk sink, but a small amount of risk
can diffuse out of it. This can be thought of as a small amount
of additional risk entering the network over time, perhaps due
to the announcement of new vulnerabilities.

Next, the resulting probability simplexP6 is partitioned into
risk regions by quantizing each entryvY

j (t) of vY (t) into
five levels through a functionL : P6 7−→ Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
These five levels can be interpreted as risk levels such as{very
low, low, medium, high, very high}. With five risk levels, there
are 210 feasible risk regions for this problem.

The set of actions available to the IT manager constitutes
the final component of our risk mitigation framework. These
actions could be, for example, assigning employees to patch



subnets, purchasing software upgrades, etc. We assume that
in each time periodt, the IT manager takes these actions on
one particular subnet or does nothing. The patching actions
are labeled asa1, . . . , a5 for the respective subnets, and the
action corresponding to doing nothing is denoteda6.

When an action is taken, the effect of the action manifests
itself as a modification of the matrixH. Furthermore, each
action is associated with a cost reflecting the effort required
to take that action; in this example, we shall assume that this
cost is small compared to the productivity losses incurred
if a subnet is compromised. Also, we make the following
assumptions: if no action is taken (corresponding toa6), the
matrix remains the same, i.e.,H6 = H. However, if an action
is taken to patch the subnetnBj , then the corresponding row
of H is modified such that

Hl(j, j
′) =

{

(1− δ)H(j, j′) , if j′ = 1, . . . , 5

δ , if j′ = 6

whereδ ∈ [0, 1] represents the proportion of risk that is taken
out of the network by taking patching action on a subnet.
This change toH represents the fact that patching a subnet
will reduce the risk it transfers to the other subnets.

The example described is an illustration of the MDP prob-
lem in Section III, and it is solved numerically for the given
matrix H with zY = (70k, 800k, 10k, 15k, 20k), δ = .1,
γ = 1, α = .95, β = 0.05 and a time horizon ofT = 30. The
MDP transition probability matricesP(al) are found through
Monte Carlo simulation as described in the previous section,
using 2 ∗ 106 samples per action. The results obtained are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. Clearly, in comparison to choosing
actions at random, the Risk-Rank method can provide consid-
erable risk cost savings.
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Fig. 4. The Risk-Rank control strategy allows one to optimizethe evolution
of risk probabilities over time, driving risk away from high-value nodes.

V. CONCLUSION

The high complexity of modern IT-based organizations
means that evaluating and reducing risk is extremely chal-
lenging. Systematic, quantitative methods which take into
account the interdependence between the different parts ofan
organization are becoming more and more vital to enable risk
managers to make informed decisions. This paper builds upon
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Fig. 5. The aggregate cost of the optimal MDP-based risk mitigation strategy
is compared to the average cost of random strategies. A 20 percent reduction
in cost is observed over a time period of 30 steps.

the Risk-Rank algorithm [1] and develops a risk control and
mitigation framework. Utilizing bipartite graphs and diffusion
to model interdepencies among risk factors, the risk state of
an organization is quantified. Employing Markov Decision
Processes within this model allows risk managers to influence
the risk diffusion process, so that they can minimize their risk
costs over time. Hence, a quantitative means of risk mitigation
is provided. An example for patching networked systems is
used to numerically illustrate the dynamic risk control process.

Quantitative methods for dynamic risk control and mitiga-
tion are in early stages of research, and there are a number
of future directions. One of the particularly interesting as-
pects of risk management is the issue of observability. Risk
can be very difficult to assess, even for those with domain
knowledge. Therefore, exploring the impact of inaccurate
state estimation and partially observable Markov processes are
important research directions. Another topic to investigate is
how the dynamics of the risk diffusion process change with
the presence of intelligent attackers. Security games can be
potentially useful in such an analysis, and they constitutea
particularly promising direction for further research.
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